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Abstract

In this paper� we consider processing entity join
queries in a wide area multidatabase environmen�
t where the query processing cost is dominated by
the cost of data transmission� An entity join oper�
ation �integrates� tuples representing the same en�
tities from di�erent relations in which inconsistent
data may exist� The semijoin technique has been
successfully used in a distributed database system
to reduce the cost of data transmission� However� it
cannot be directly applied to process the entity join
query� In this paper� an extension of the tradition�
al semijoin� named extended semijoin is proposed to
reduce the cost of data transmission for entity join
query processing in a wide area multidatabase envi�
ronment�
Keywords� Multidatabase� query optimization� en�
tity join� extended semijoin� inconsistent data�

� Introduction

Because of the increasing need for data sharing
among multiple databases� the development of mul�
tidatabase systems has been considered as an im�
portant research issue� A wide area multidatabase
system consists of autonomous component database
systems in a wide area network� which may be het�
erogeneous�

Many research results about heterogeneous
DBMSs are concerned with the problems of schema
integration and interoperability� while very few pa�
pers discuss query optimization� The di�culty of
query optimization for the heterogeneous DBMSs
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lies in the complexity of heterogeneities existing a�
mong the component databases� However� query op�
timization is an important research problem� which
greatly a�ects the system performance�

The semijoin technique has been used to reduce
the cost of data transmission ��� �	� which can min�
imize the query response time or total time� None
of the above query optimization algorithms consid�
er the data inconsistency problem� Du et al� �
	
proposed a query optimization strategy to resolve
the heterogeneities of component query optimizers
in heterogeneous DBMSs� However� the data and
schema con�icts were ignored as well�

In ��	� we extended our results on probabilistic
query processing ���	 to consider joining two rela�
tions on their incompatible keys� This approach
identies the same entities from di�erent relation�
s considering various data and schema con�icts�
We have formally dened the entity join operator�
named EJ operator� which joins two relations on
their compatible�incompatible keys in ���	� Besides�
some transformation rules were proposed to transfor�
m a global query into local subqueries to be executed
in multiple sites to lower the query processing cost�

In this paper� we consider processing entity join
queries in a wide area multidatabase environmen�
t where the query processing cost is dominated by
the cost of data transmission� In the distributed
database system� the semijoin technique has been
successfully used to reduce the cost of data trans�
mission� However� the traditional semijoin cannot be
directly applied to process the entity join query� We
extend a traditional semijoin to handle data incon�
sistency such that it can be used to reduce the cost
of data transmission in the wide area multidatabase
environment�

This paper is organized as follows� Our previous
research results are described in Section �� In Section
�� we give an example to illustrate the motivation of
the research� The determination of feasible extended
semijoins for an EJ operation is discussed in Section
�� Finally� we conclude in Section ��



� Previous Research Results

��� Entity Join Operation

In ��	� the probabilistic technique and the con�
cept of probabilistic partial value ���	 are used to i�
dentify and integrate the �same� entities in di�erent
databases� A probabilistic partial value is a set of
possible values with a probability assigned to each
possible value� in which exactly one possible value is
the true value� The probabilistic partial value is de�
noted as �ux�� � ux�� � ���� uxmm 	� where fu�� u�� ���� umg is
the set of possible values� xi is the associated proba�
bility of ui and

Pm
i�� xi � �� The entity join opera�

tion on relations R� and R� is denoted as R�
�

�� R��
which joins the �same� entities in R� and R�� Two
cases are considered in the following�

����� Compatible Keys

Consider the relations in Figure �� where relation
TC in one database records the data for students
who belong to the tea club� and relation TW in
another database records the data for students who
take Technical Writing� Assume the key attributes
id in both relations are compatible and two tuples
in TC and TW� which have the same id value�
represent the same entity� For example� the query
�Find all twenty�year�old sophomores who belong to
the tea club and take Technical Writing� can be ex�

pressed as ��age������class�sophomore��TC
�

�� TW��
Figure � shows the result of entity join on TC and
TW� The nal query result is depicted in Figure ��
The column poss in Figure � denotes the possibilities
of the answer tuples�

����� Incompatible Keys

Consider the relations in Figure �� where relation
Teacher in one database records the personal data
of teachers at X University� and relation Consul�

tant in another database records the data of con�
sultants in the computer science division of Y Com�
pany� The key attribute id in Teacher represents
the identication number for teachers at X Univer�
sity while that in Consultant represents the iden�
tication number for consultants at Y Company� It
is meaningless to compare the id value in Teacher

with the id value in Consultant� In other words�
the keys in Teacher andConsultant are incompat�
ible�

An approach ��	 is proposed to compare the val�
ues in the common attributes �e�g�� attributes name�
degree and age in Teacher andConsultant� and re�
lated attributes �e�g�� the attributes department and

speciality in Teacher and Consultant� respective�
ly� to determine whether two tuples represent the
same entity� There are two rules derived in ��	 useful
for the consideration of query optimization�

�� In some cases� the values of a common attribute in t�
and t� are not allowed inconsistent if t� and t� are con�
sidered the same entity� Such a common attribute is
called a dominant attribute� Conversely� a common at�
tribute is called a nondominant attribute if the values
of the common attribute in t� and t� are allowed to be
di�erent when these two tuples are considered the same
entity�
Rule �� If one of the dominant attributes has di�erent
values in t� and t�� t� and t� are considered representing
di�erent entities�

�� Consider a nondominant attribute ai� Let the values of
ai in t� and t� be v� and v�� respectively� the di�erence
distance between v� and v�� denoted DD�v�� v��� be
a value representing the di�erence between v� and v��
and the maximum di�erence distance for attribute ai�
denotedMDD�ai�� be a value which DD�v�� v�� cannot
exceed if t� and t� are considered to represent the same
entity�
Rule �� If the di�erence distance between values of
t��ai and t��ai is greater than MDD�ai�� then the two
entities represented by t� and t� are di�erent�

��� Local Processing for Entity Join
Queries

Since inconsistent data may exist in di�eren�
t databases� cares need to be taken for the lo�
cal processing� For example� consider the query

��age������class�sophomore��TC
�

�� TW� on rela�
tions in Figure �� The query cannot be trans�

formed into ���age������class�sophomore�TC�
�

��

���age������class�sophomore�TW� for local process�
ing� even though age and class are the common at�
tributes of relations TC and TW� Observe the tuple
���� Mary� ��� sophomore� ��
�� inTC and the tuple
���� Mary� ��� CS� junior� in TW� These two tuples
represent the same entity� but their class values are
inconsistent� The entity represented by these two
tuples can be considered to be the integrated tuple
���� Mary� ��� CS� �sophomore���� junior���	� ��
��
as shown in Figure �� and it is a possible answer
tuple for the original query as shown in Figure ��
However� the query result obtained by executing the
transformed query ���age������class�sophomore�TC�
�

�� ���age������class�sophomore�TW� is empty� There�
fore� the transformed query is not equivalent to the
original one because some tuples representing real
world entities which may satisfy the query condition
are eliminated in the process of local processing�



TC

id name age class phone

� John �� junior ����
�� Mary �� sophomore ����
�� Jane �� senior ����
�� Paul �� freshman ����
�� John �� senior ����
�� Tony �	 freshman ����

TW

id name age dept class

�� Mary �� CS junior
�� Joe �� CE senior
�� Paul �� CS freshman
�� Tony �� CS sophomore
�� Joe �	 CS freshman

Figure �� Relations TC and TW in two di�erent databases�

id name age dept class phone

�� Mary �� CS 
sophomore���� junior���� ����
�� Paul �� CS freshman ����

�� Tony 
�	��� � ������ CS 
freshman���� sophomore���� ����

Figure �� The result of TC
�

�� TW�

In ���	� an approach which correctly transforms
a global query with EJs into local subqueries to be
executed in multiple sites is proposed� The queries

considered are of the form �P �R�
�

�� R��� where R�

and R� represent relations in di�erent databases and
P represents the conjunction of a set of simple se�
lection predicates P�� P�� ���� Pn� A simple selection

predicate is dened as of the form attr op C� where
attr represents a relation attribute� op denotes an
operator� and C represents a constant� The associ�

ated attribute for predicate Pi is the attr component
of Pi� Let Sp be the set fP�� P�� ���� Png and Sc the
set fPijPi � Sp and ai is a common attribute for R�

and R�g� Predicates in Sc are called common selec�

tion predicates for R� and R�� Besides� a predicate
is called a locally�executable predicate �LEP� for rela�
tion Rk� k � �� �� if it can be locally executed on Rk

without a�ecting the correctness of the query result�
Two transformation rules obtained by the rules in
Section ����� are described as follows�

� Transformation �� By Rule �� if the associated at�
tribute of the common selection predicate Pi is a dom�

inant attribute� query �P������Pi�����Pn �R�
�
�� R�� can

be equivalently transformed into

�P������Pi���Pi�������Pn ���Pi R��
�
�� ��Pi R����

� Assume Pi is a common selection predicate� and the as�
sociated attribute ai is a nondominant attribute� Obvi�
ously� predicate Pi cannot be a LEP for R� and R�� In
the following� we consider a relaxed form of Pi� which
can be shown to be a LEP forR� andR� 	�
�� assuming
ai a numerical attribute�

� case �� If Pi represents ai � v� the relaxed con�
straint for Pi is dened as
RC �Pi�� v� MDD�ai� � ai � v� M DD�ai��

� case �� If Pi represents ai � v� the relaxed con�
straint for Pi is dened as
RC �Pi�� ai � v�MDD�ai��

� case �� If Pi represents ai � v� the relaxed con�
straint for Pi is dened as
RC �Pi�� ai � v�MDD�ai��

The notion of the relaxed constraint can be easily ex�
tended to that for nonnumerical attributes�
Transformation �� By Rule �� if the associated at�
tribute of a common selection predicate Pi is a non�

dominant attribute� query �P������Pi�����Pn �R�
�
�� R��

can be equivalently transformed into

�P������Pi�����Pn ���RC�Pi R��
�
�� ��RC�Pi R����

� Motivation

In a distributed database system� a join clause
�Ri joins Rj on attribute a� � denoted by Ri ��a Rj�
can be considered having two associated semijoins�
Ri �a Rj and Rj �a Ri� The semijoin Ri �a Rj is
implemented as follows� First� we project Rj on the
join attribute a� then ship this projection to the site
ofRi and nally perform the join withRi� The selec�
tivity of Ri�aRj is dened as the number of distinct
values in Rj�a divided by the number of distinct val�
ues in the domain of a� assuming the domains of
Ri�a and Rj�a are the same� The traditional semi�
join cannot be directly applied to process the entity
join query since inconsistent data may cause tuples
representing the same entities to be eliminated�

Consider the query Teacher
�

�� Consultant on
relations in Figure �� The attribute age is a com�
mon attribute used to identify the same entities in
Teacher and Consultant� Let MDD�age� be ��
For Consultant� only tuples shown in Figure � re�
main after the traditional semijoinConsultant�age

Teacher� Observe the tuple ������John�CS�MS��
�
in Teacher and the tuple �����John�CN�MS����B�
in Consultant of Figure �� These two tu�
ples may represent the same entity� However�
the tuple �����John�CN�MS����B� is eliminated by
Consultant �age Teacher� Therefore� these two
tuples cannot involve in the nal EJ processing�

In the following section� the traditional semijoin



id name age dept class phone poss

�� Mary �� CS 
sophomore��� � junior���� ���� ���

�� Tony 
�	���� ������ CS 
freshman��� � sophomore���� ���� ����

Figure �� The result of ��age����and�class�sophomore��TC
�

�� TW��

Teacher

id name department degree age

���� Mary CS � ��
���� Paul EE PhD �	
���� John CS PhD �	
���� John CS MS ��
���� Lina EE PhD ��
���� Paul CS PhD ��

Consultant

id name specialty degree age city

��� John CN MS �� B
��� Jose DB MS �� �

��� James DB BS �� A
��� Mary CN MS �	 B
��� John AI MS �� B
��� Dick DB BS �� A
��� Tony IP MS �� �

��� Paul � MS �� B
��	 Mary AI PhD �� B
��� Paul DB PhD �� �

Figure �� Relations Teacher and Consultant in two di�erent databases�

technique is extended to reduce the cost of data
transmission for processing entity join queries with�
out a�ecting the correctness of the query result�

� Preprocessing EJs by Extended
Semijoins

In this section� we consider extending the semi�
join technique to preprocess EJs� Some notations
are expressed as follows�

� dom	Ri�a�� represents the domain of attribute a in relation
Ri� We also use dom	a� to represent the domain of attribute
a in a relation if it does not cause ambiguity�

� card�Sj�� represents the number of distinct values �or tuples�
in the set Sj � where Sj can be Ri� dom	Ri�a� or �a�Ri��

Reconsider the query �P �R�
�

�� R�� as described
in Section
���� Assume �P �R�

�

�� R�� can be equivalently trans�

formed into �P���P�������P�k ���P���P�������P�n R��
�

��

��P���P�������P�m R��� in the local processing�
Let the selectivities for predicates P��� P��� ���� P�n�

P��� P��� ���� and P�m be q��� q��� ���� q�n� q��� q��� ����

and q�m� respectively� and R�

� and R�

� be the
results of executing ��P���P�������P�n R�� and
��P���P�������P�m R��� respectively� Assume at�
tributes in a relation are independent for the discus�
sion� Then� card�R�

�� and card�R
�

�� can be computed
as card�R����n

j�� q�j and card�R����m
j�� q�j� re�

spectively� By the results of local processing on R�

and R�� we consider how to preprocess R�
�

�

�� R�
� by

extended semijoins�
The determination of feasible extended semijoin�

s for an EJ operation is discussed in Section ����

In Section ���� we consider the minimum number of
data items needed to be transmitted for performing
an feasible extended semijoin� The computation of
the selectivity for a feasible extended semijoin is p�
resented in ���	� Once the selectivities of extended
semijoins are obtained� the traditional semijoin al�
gorithm can be applied to nd an optimal execution
plan to process a query with EJs�

��� Feasible Extended Semijoin

An extended semijoin is feasible if the correctness
of the query result is not a�ected after the extended
semijoin is performed� We consider the case where
the keys of R�

� and R�
� are compatible�incompatible

in the following�

�� the keys of R�
� and R�

� are compatible

Let ak be the keys of R�
� and R�

�� R
�
�

�

�� R�
� can

be considered having two associated extended

semijoins denoted as R�
�

�

�ak R
�
� and R

�
�

�

�ak R
�
��

Assume the domains of the key attributes are

the same� The way for implementing R�

�

�

�ak

R�
� is the same as that for implementing the

traditional semijoinR�
��akR

�
�� Obviously� both

R�
�

�

�ak R
�
� and R�

�

�

�ak R
�
� are feasible�

�� the keys of R�
� and R�

� are incompatible
Since the keys of R�

� and R�

� are incompatible�
the values in the common attributes and related
attributes are compared to determine whether
two tuples in R�

� and R�
� represent the same

entity� We consider the extended semijoins of

R�
�

�

�� R�
� based on the common attributes� As�

sume the domains of a common attribute in R�
�



id name specialty degree age city

��� Mary CN MS �	 B
��� John AI MS �� B
��	 Mary AI PhD �� B
��� Paul DB PhD �� �

Figure �� The result of Consultant �age Teacher�

and R�
� are the same� Let ai be a common at�

tribute of R�
� and R�

�� t� be a tuple of R�
� and

t� a tuple of R�
�� Two cases are considered as

follows�

� case �� ai is a dominant attribute

R��
�
�� R�� can be considered having two associated ex�

tended semijoins� denoted R��

�
�ai R

�
� and R��

�
�ai R���

based on attribute ai� The way for implementing

R��

�
�ai R�� and R��

�
�ai R�� is the same as that for

implementing R�� �ai R
�
� and R�� �ai R

�
�� respective�

ly� R��
�
�ai R

�
� and R��

�
�ai R

�
� are feasible because if the

values of ai in t� and t� are di�erent� then t� and t� are
considered representing di�erent entities�

� case �� ai is a nondominant attribute
Since ai is nondominant� tuples t� and t� may repre�
sent the same entity if DD�t��ai� t��ai� is not greater
than MDD�ai�� Let �ai�R

�
�� be fb�� b�� ���� bkg and

MDD�ai� be m� Two cases are considered below�

�a� ai is not an associated attribute of any selection
predicate
We dene the extension E�br� of br � � � r � k�
as

E�br� � fxjx � dom	ai� and DD�x� br� � mg�

Extension E�br� implies that if the value of t��ai
is br � then the tuples in R�� which have the val�
ues of ai belonging to E�br� may join with t� for

R��
�
�� R��� That is� if t��ai �� E�br�� t� and t�

represent di�erent entities by Rule � in Section
������ The extension of projection �ai �R

�
�� is de�

ned as
S

��r�k
E�br�� The extended semijoin

Rj

�
�E�ai Rl is implementedas follows� First� re�

lation Rl is projected over the attribute ai� then
we ship this projection to the site of Rj and com�
pute the extension of the projection at the site of
Rj� nally the join ofRj and the extension of this

projection is performed� Therefore� R��
�
�� R�� can

be considered having two feasible extended semi�

joins� denoted R��

�
�E�ai R

�
� and R��

�
�E�ai R

�
��

based on attribute ai�

�b� ai is the associated attribute of selection predi�
cate Pi
Since R�� and R�� are the results of local process�
ing on R� and R�� respectively� each tuple in
R�� or R

�
� satises the relaxed constraint RC�Pi�

but may not satisfy Pi� Therefore� the extension

E�br� of br is dened as

E�br� �

����
���

fxjx � dom	ai� and DD�x� br� � m g
if br satises Pi

fxjx � dom	ai� and DD�x� br� � m

and x satises Pig otherwise

where � � r � k� Assume tuples t� and t� are
considered representing the same entity� Exten�
sion E�br� implies that if t��ai does not satisfy
Pi and the join tuple of t� and t� may satisfy the

query� then t��ai must satisfy Pi� R
�
�

�
�E�ai R

�
�

and R��

�
�E�ai R�� are feasible extended semi�

joins for R��
�
�� R�� as in case �a� except that the

denition of E�br� is di�erent�

��� Transmitting Needed Data Items for
Performing Extended Semijoins

We consider the minimum number of data items
needed to be transmitted for performing an extend�
ed semijoin in the case where ai is the associated
attribute of selection predicate Pi� Let dom�ai	 be
fx�� x�� ���� xng and MDD�ai� be m�

����� The case where predicate Pi is �ai � v�

Consider the minimum number of data items need�
ed to be transmitted for the extended semijoin

R�
�

�

�E�ai� R�
� in the case where Pi represents

�ai � v�� Assume �ai�R
�
�� is fb�� b�� ���� bjg� If

card��ai�R
�
��� � �� the unique value in �ai�R

�
�� is

transmitted� If card��ai�R
�

��� � j� j � �� then

�� if v � fb�� b�� ���� bjg� only v needs to be transmitted
to the site of R��� This is because E�v� dominates the
extension of �ai �R

�
��� In other words� E�v� is fmax�v�

m�x��� ���� v� ���� min�v �m�xn�g� which is equal to the
extension of �ai�R

�
���

�� if v �� fb�� b�� ���� bjg� only one of the elements in
fb�� b�� ���� bjg needs to be transmitted to the site of
R��� This is because all the extensions of elements in
fb�� b�� ���� bjg are the same� namely� E�br� � fvg�� �
r � j�

����� The case where predicate Pi is �ai � v�

Consider the minimum number of data items need�
ed to be transmitted for the extended semijoin



R�
�

�

�E�ai� R�
� in the case where Pi represents

�ai � v�� RC�Pi� is ai � v � m� All the values
in �ai�R

�
�� fall in the range of �v �m�xn	� where xn

is the maximum number in dom�ai	� For the discus�
sion� assume xn � v � m� Let G�� G� and G� be
fv � m� v � m � �� ���� v� �g� fv� v � �� ���� xn� mg
and fxn � m � �� xn � m � �� ���� xng� respectively�
and S�� S� and S� be the sets of elements in �ai �R

�
��

belonging to G�� G� and G�� respectively�

E�e� �

�
fv� ���� e�mg if e � G�

fe�m� ���� e�mg if e � G�

fe�m� ���� xng if e � G�

Let E�Si� be
S

e�Si
E�e�� i � �� � or �� If

card��ai�R
�

��� � �� the unique value in �ai�R
�

�� is
transmitted� If card��ai�R

�

��� � j� j � �� consider
the data items in S�� S� and S�� respectively� needing
to be transmitted�

�� Assume S� is fv�� v�� ���� vig� where vi is the maximum
number in S� � For the elements in S� � only vi needs to
be transmitted to the site of R�� since E�S�� � E�vi��

�� Assume S� is fu�� u�� ���� ujg� where u� is the minimum
number in S�� For the elements in S�� only u� needs to
be transmitted to the site of R�� since E�S�� � E�u���

�� Assume S� is fw�� w�� ����wlg� The elements in S� are
enumerated in an increasing order� For any two succes�
sive elements r and s in S�� E�r� and E�s� may overlap
or be exclusive� If we can nd a set S�� such that S

�
� � S�

and E�S��� � E�S��� then only the subset S�� needs to
be transmitted to the site of R��� The algorithm shown
below generates a minimum subset S�� for S� such that
E�S��� is equal to E�S���

For the case where predicate Pi is �ai � v�� the
minimumnumber of data items needing to be trans�
mitted can be considered in a similar way�

ALGORITHM

Input� set S� �assume S� is fw��w�� ����wlg�
Output� set S��
begin

S�� 	 

wl�� 	 

if l � � then S�� 	 S�
else

x	 w�

y 	 w�

z 	 w�

i	 �
repeat

i	 i� �
if �z � x� �� � �m then
� � ���� E�y� � �E�x�� E�z��
y 	 wi��

z 	 wi

else � ��� �� E�y� �� �E�x��E�z��
S�� 	 S�� � fxg

x	 wi��

y 	 wi��

z 	 wi

end if

until i � l

S�� 	 S�� � fx� yg
end if

end

� Conclusion

In this paper� we consider processing entity join
queries in a wide area multidatabase environmen�
t where the query processing cost is dominated by
the cost of data transmission� In the distributed
database system� the semijoin technique has been
successfully used to reduce the cost of data trans�
mission� However� the traditional semijoin cannot be
directly applied to process the entity join query due
to the existence of inconsistent data� In this paper�
the semijoin technique is extended to preprocess en�
tity joins to reduce the cost of data transmission and
nal join processing� Feasible extended semijoins for
an EJ are determined and the minimum number of
data items needed to be transmitted for performing
an feasible extended semijoin is discussed�
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